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CoLo Real-Time Remote Eyes
and Data Centre System
Resilience.

CIX DATA CENTRE & UTILITYAR
Improved Resilience Using UtilityAR
CIX are innovating to provide greater levels of security, reliability and transparency to their cloud
platform customers by using UtilityAR’s software. The Augmented Reality glasses-based software
helps the Cork based Data Centre to train staff faster and to provide staff with guidance in the
event of a utility interruption. It also allows them to offer their customers real-time remote eyes
in the event that a customers infrastructure requires troubleshooting.

Critical Systems Training

Remote Eyes

CIX improved their data centre reliability by
using UtilityAR’s Augmented Reality driven
training systems. The technology allows staff
to watch training videos while at the critical
equipment and so be better equipped to take
action when needed.

CIX allow CoLo customers to see their
equipment live through their “Remote
Eyes” service. This unparalleled service
means their customers have a superior
service to any other CoLo providers.

REQUEST A FREE DEMO TO SEE HOW AUGMENTED REALITY CAN BE APPLIED TO YOUR BUSINESS!

www.utilityar.com

Customers are Offered

CloudCIX Bastion gives the customers help in deploying,
hosting, maintaining, designing and setting up the
infrastructure, security, backup and disaster recovery systems
they need at a fixed price.

Remote Eyes Service to
Allow them to see their
Critical Infrastructure.

UtilityAR is an Augmented Reality Glasses
Solution provider that assists Data Centres,
Manufacturers and Utilities to use the
technology to improve efficiency and service.
The technology is focused on ease-of-use for
the technician and is also extremely easy to set
up. The software can work on any Augmented
Reality Glasses and therefore removes the
barrier of locking into a single technology in
this face paced space.
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